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*General Transmission Warranty 47/48*

Muldoon’s Performance Transmissions (MPT) transmissions include a non-transferable, two year 
unlimited mileage warranty on all workmanship from the date of invoice. For transmissions installed 
by MPT, the warranty work and labor shall be covered only at our facility.  For transmissions not 
installed by MPT, MPT will cover up to $600.00 for the labor to remove and reinstall the 
transmission as well as commercial shipping (arranged by MPT) within the continental United 
States for one year from invoice date.    

Warranty does not cover hard parts, such as; shafts, cases, planetaries, sprag races etc. unless it is 
found that the failure was ultimately caused by poor workmanship. Warranty will be voided if the 
transmission has been tampered with, abused or neglected as a result of neutral drops, 17+ PSI 
power braking, first gear lockups, installation errors, water damage, overheating or damage caused 
by loss of fluid due to external leaks.  

There is no warranty implied on transmissions that do not have pressures checked (this is imperative 
to ensure warranty validity), coolers hot-flushed WITH HOT FLUSH MACHINE and installation 
by a professional automotive shop. If a hot flush is not available, all transmission lines, heat 
exchanger and coolers must be replaced. In this event, both image and invoice proof must be 
provided to MPT for warranty eligibility. 

If the transmission heat exchanger is bypassed or deleted, there is NO WARRANTY unless invoice 
and image proof of an installed auxiliary cooler is provided. Auxiliary transmission cooler must 
meet a minimum of 60,000 BTU per hour cooling specification. In the absence of a transmission 
heat exchanger, the transmission cooling components must consist of at least one front cooler and 
one auxiliary cooler. If a front cooler is not utilized, auxiliary coolers capable of 120,000 BTU per 
hour must be equipped. Failure to include this information will void any warranty eligibility. MPT 
recommends Derale P/N 15870 for auxiliary cooler application. 

Transmission service (fluid / Dacron style felt filter) and band adjustment are required at 
approximately 1,000 miles for warranty eligibility.  Thereafter, the transmission must have fluid, 
filter and bands serviced every 15,000 miles. A Dacron style felt filter must always be used when 
servicing a MPT transmission. Warranty is only eligible if transmissions is serviced by a 
transmission shop. 

For warranty eligibility,  proof of service records that include mileage, date of service, quantity of 
fluid, type of fluid, and filter part numbers are required. 

Unless previously agreed, failure to return your Transmission and Torque 
Converter cores will result in NO WARRANTY. * 

*Transmission Warranty Registration Form MUST be completed & returned 
within 30 days of receiving your transmission. Failure to do so will result in NO 
WARRANTY. * (Transmissions installed in-house at MPT are exempt from 
Warranty Registration process.)
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*Competition Transmission Warranty 47/48 /Full Manual Valve Body *
Muldoon’s Performance Transmissions (MPT) transmissions include a non-transferable, one year 
unlimited mileage warranty on all workmanship from the date of invoice. For transmissions installed 
by MPT, the warranty work and labor shall be covered only at our facility.  For transmissions not 
installed by MPT, MPT will cover up to $600.00 for the labor to remove and reinstall the 
transmission as well as commercial shipping (arranged by MPT) within the continental United States 
for one year from invoice date.    

Warranty does not cover hard parts, such as; shafts, cases, planetaries, sprag races etc. unless it is 
found that the failure was ultimately caused by poor workmanship. Warranty will be voided if the 
transmission has been tampered with, abused or neglected as a result of neutral drops, 17+ PSI 
power braking, first gear lockups, installation errors, water damage, overheating or damage caused 
by loss of fluid due to external leaks.  

There is no warranty implied on transmissions that do not have pressures checked (this is imperative 
to ensure warranty validity), coolers hot-flushed WITH HOT FLUSH MACHINE and installation 
by a professional automotive shop. If a hot flush is not available, all transmission lines, heat 
exchanger and coolers must be replaced. In this event, both image and invoice proof must be 
provided to MPT for warranty eligibility. 

If the transmission heat exchanger is bypassed or deleted, there is NO WARRANTY unless invoice 
and image proof of an installed auxiliary cooler is provided. Auxiliary transmission cooler must meet 
a minimum of 60,000 BTU per hour cooling specification. In the absence of a transmission heat 
exchanger, the transmission cooling components must consist of at least one front cooler and one 
auxiliary cooler. If a front cooler is not utilized, auxiliary coolers capable of 120,000 BTU per hour 
must be equipped. Failure to include this information will void any warranty eligibility. MPT 
recommends Derale P/N 15870 for auxiliary cooler application. 

Transmission service (fluid / Dacron style felt filter) and band adjustment are required at 
approximately 1,000 miles for warranty eligibility.  Thereafter, the transmission must have fluid, 
filter and bands serviced every 15,000 miles or after every 15 competition events, whichever comes 
first. A Dacron style felt filter must always be used when servicing a MPT transmission. Warranty is 
only eligible if transmissions is serviced by a transmission shop. 

For warranty eligibility,  proof of service records that include mileage, date of service, quantity of 
fluid, type of fluid, and filter part numbers are required. 

*Unless previously agreed, failure to return your Transmission and Torque 
Converter cores will result in NO WARRANTY*

*Transmission Warranty Registration Form MUST be completed & returned 
within 30 days of receiving your transmission. Failure to do so will result in NO 
WARRANTY. *(Transmissions installed in-house at MPT are exempt from 
Warranty Registration process.)




